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01. A message from the Mayor and CEO

Thank you for nominating as a participant of 
our Hepburn Together – Community Panel. 
Your commitment to the process is appreciated 
by Council and I’m sure by our community. 
We would like to acknowledge that we are meeting on Jaara people country, 
of which members and elders of the Dja Dja Wurrung community and their 
forebears have been custodians for many centuries. On this land, the Jaara people 
have performed age old ceremonies of celebration, initiation and renewal. We 
acknowledge their living culture and their unique role in the life of this region.

The community of Hepburn Shire is an innovative, strong and diverse community, 
and has demonstrated extraordinary resilience over the past 12 months as we’ve 
dealt with the impact of the COVID pandemic on our community. Our communities 
are our strength, we are focussed on building strong relationships and to all 
of you sitting in this room today we assure you that you will play a pivotal role 
in contributing to our Shire’s future direction and the creation of our ten year 
Community Vision and four year Council Plan. 

The creation of a Community Vision and Council Plan is a legislative requirement of 
a new Council and at the heart of the vision and plan is our community. In getting 
to this point, we have embraced the knowledge, expertise and creativity of the 
community to shape our future, and over the last two months we have been out 
and about amongst the community collecting feedback from over 1,000 community 
members regarding the future of Hepburn Shire. The goals, aspirations and 
priorities identified by our community will be presented to you today and will be 
used to support the process of selecting key strategic objectives and initiatives that 
will help to frame the Community Vision and Council Plan. 

The Community Vision seeks to create an aspirational description of what our 
community wants for the long term future of Hepburn Shire. The Vision responds to 
three questions: Where do we want be? Where are we now? How do we get there? 
. As panel members you will be asked to consider these questions along with focus 
areas and themes to provide context to the Vision and develop recommendations 
for Vision statements for Council to consider. You will also play an important 
role in solidifying the vision by identifying key strategic priorities and directions 
for consideration as part of our four year Council Plan, which also includes our 
Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan.

We are excited and grateful for the opportunity to collaborate with our community 
to develop a shared Community Vision and Council Plan and we look forward to 
hearing from you today as we continue our journey to create a stronger community 
for the future. 

Thank you!

Cr Lesley Hewitt 
Mayor

Cr Lesley Hewitt 
Mayor

Bradley Thomas 
Interim Chief Executive Officer

Bradley Thomas 
Interim CEO
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02. About the Hepburn Together Project

The Hepburn Together project is an important opportunity to work together to shape our future. Council 
is absolutely committed to continuously improving its relationship with the community. We have worked 
closely with the community through every phase of the project to prepare a framework of strategic 
documents that will help articulate a shared vision for the future and to develop a plan to achieve it.

We have worked together to develop a shared understanding of the best way to engage with the 
community, which resulted in the adoption in February 2021 of our new Community Engagement 
Policy. This policy has then influenced us every step of the way during the broader engagement on the 
Community Vision and Council Plan that we have undertaken with the community during February and 
March. The outcomes of this broader engagement are shared with you as an attachment to this document 
and will be used to help guide your deliberations.

Integrated Strategic Planning and Reporting Framework
The Local Government Act 2020 requires councils to develop an integrated, longer-term and 
transparent approach to planning that supports Councillors in leading strategically. This framework 
works together with the community engagement principles to make sure that the community is involved 
in strategic planning and decision making. One of the overarching principles of the new Act is that 
“the community is to be engaged in strategic planning and strategic decision making” (S 9(2)(d)).

The Community Vision and Council Plan will be the focus of your deliberations 
over the coming three sessions. When considering your recommendations 
for these key documents you will need to keep in mind:

• Local community needs of the Shire as a whole,

• The social, economic, environmental and cultural context of our Shire, and,

• Council capacity.

Community Vision
Our ten year Community Vision seeks to create an aspirational description of what our community 
wants for the long term future of Hepburn Shire. It should speak to the community’s priorities 
in terms of how it sees a desired future. The vision will reflect the ‘look, feel and liveability’ of 
the community in which Hepburn Shire residents and ratepayers want to live and work. 

With a focus on the whole community the Community Vision responds to three questions:

• Where do we want to be?

• Where are we now?

• How do we get there?

Council Plan 
The four year Council Plan describes Council’s key strategic priorities and directions. It is the 
primary document that reflects the strategic agenda of the Council and outlines clear strategic 
objectives, strategies, major initiatives and must contemplate the resources required to support 
delivery. The Council Plan will also include the Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan.

You can find past copies of all our plans on the Hepburn Shire Council webpage.
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Your role as a panel member
The Hepburn Together Community Panel is a form of deliberative democracy, which relies on everyday 
people gaining a deeper understanding of complex issues and finding a common ground on what you 
wish to recommend to Council. Panel members will be given time and access to information, Council 
staff, and support to explore focus areas so that as a group you can make recommendations to Council. 

What is deliberative engagement?
Deliberative engagement is generally considered to be a more in-depth form of community 
engagement that harnesses the community’s creativity and expertise to unearth community 
priorities and solutions. A small, but representative group of the community will develop a deeper 
understanding of the subject matter and work together to reach a representative or common view.

When will we use deliberative engagement?
The Local Government Act 2020 requires that deliberative engagement practices be used in the 
development of the Community Vision, Council Plan, Financial Plan and Asset Plan. Other circumstances 
where deliberative engagement might be used include where there is a complex problem facing 
the community that needs to be resolved. It requires a decision with broad community ownership to 
be reached, outside expertise is needed to inform participation and decision making, the decision 
will require participants to weigh and balance priorities against each other and make trade-offs.

Deliberative engagement practices
•  Define the community’s role: We will ensure that a small but representative group of Hepburn 

Shire citizens who are taking part in deliberative engagement have a clear understanding of the 
purpose of the project, the questions that are being asked of them and the level of influence their 
recommendations will have on Council decision making.

•  Iterative process: Prior to conducting deliberative engagement Council will seek broad input from 
the community to provide participants with insight into community views and priorities and inform 
the framing of the deliberative process.

•  Informed: Participants will be provided with a broad range of information to inform their 
deliberations.

•  Representative: Participants in deliberative engagement will be representative of the population of 
the Council area to the maximum extent possible.

•  Recruitment: Participants in deliberative engagement will be selected via a dual process of selection 
by random invitation and an expression of interest process. Participants are then randomly selected 
on basis of demographic markers.

•  Transparent: Engagement findings, and how they were used in the development of plans or decision 
making, are made available to the community.

•  A common view: Participants in deliberative engagement work together to develop a position that 
represents a common view. Although it may not be a consensus view, all participants have the right 
to be heard.

03. How does it work?
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Level of Influence
Deliberative engagement will usually sit across the involve, collaborate, and empower levels of 
engagement on the IAP2 spectrum. Possible deliberative engagement methods might include online 
deliberative polling, deliberative mapping, deliberative facilitated workshop and deliberative conference. 

The Hepburn Together Community Panel’s level of influence will sit at collaborate on the International 
Association of Public Participation spectrum. Collaborate means that we will look to you for advice and 
innovation in formulating solutions and incorporate your advice and recommendations into the decisions 
to the maximum extent possible. Where we are unable to incorporate your recommendations, we will 
explain why we have not done so. 

The development of the Community Vision and Council Plan will truly be a whole of community effort.  
Your recommendations will build upon the broader engagement undertaken across the community  
during February and March 2021, and workshops held with the Councillors and Council’s leadership  
team. The Community Vision and Council Plan will be presented to Councillors for their final endorsement 
by 30 October, 2021.

What to expect?
To assist discussion, you will be provided with a range of information sources:

Discussion paper:

This discussion paper is your base information. It has been prepared by Council staff and provides 
information on the process, the questions the Panel will be deliberating on, background information 
on Council, our community and a report on the broader engagement we have undertaken with the 
community. 

You are encouraged to be curious, ask questions and discuss different perspectives with each other.  
If at any time you need support or require additional information to aid your discussion, please ask.

The Panel sessions will be led by skilled independent facilitators and supported by Council Officers.  
They are on hand to help you.
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The Hepburn Together Community Panel engagement will  
be facilitated by Projectura.
Projectura is a consulting studio that truly believes every person deserves to feel healthy, well, valued and 
to have strong community connections. They provide expertise to government, health, and community-
focused organisations so they can achieve great outcomes for their communities. Their services include 
community engagement, social planning, corporate strategy, and project management.

Their projects are designed to create better organisations and deliver meaningful outcomes to 
communities. Projectura’s objective is to collaborate with Council from the initial briefing through to 
project finalisation to deliver solutions that are specifically tailored to Council’s needs.

Council appointed Projectura to work with the Community and Project Control Group (PCG), to facilitate 
the Integrated Strategic Planning Project. The project will explore, unearth, and articulate the direction for 
the municipality in accordance with requirements of the new Local Government Act (2020) (the Act).

Projectura has been responsible for the development of the methodology, communications and 
engagement campaign to complement Council’s draft project plan.

Kate McRae, Senior Consultant 

Kate grew up in the Riverina town of Jerilderie. She believes that rural 
and regional communities are great places to live and grow up and 
need to be supported to maintain their unique attributes. Kate has a 
broad range of work experience which spans the government, private 
and not for profit sectors. Her drive stems from wanting to see rural 
places and communities to drive their own future and have equity of 
access to services and opportunity.

Kate can usually be found either with her head in a book, listening to  
a podcast, drinking too much coffee, playing with her dog Ziggy at the 
mighty Murray River or taking a drive around our beautiful countryside.

Zane Pinyon, Consultant 

Zane grew up in Hamilton, Victoria, not far from the Grampians.  
He recently resumed work with Projectura, after completing an 
internship with Projectura previously. 

Zane is passionate about the shift towards greater participation of 
citizens in local government processes. He studied social sciences  
at the Australian National University in Canberra and completed 
honours at the University of Melbourne, looking at collaborative 
research methods.

On the weekends, Zane enjoys reading, gardening, and getting  
into nature.

04. Who will you be working with?
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Council Services Experts
Council’s Executive Team and various other Council Officers will be on hand during the day to address 
areas where you feel you may want more information. 

Council Services Experts - Executive Team

Bradley Thomas, Interim CEO

• Bachelor of Commerce
• Chartered Accountant
• Masters of Business Administration

Bradley joined Council in January 2019, having previously held the position 
of Executive Manager Business Performance with Mount Alexander Shire 
Council. Bradley has extensive knowledge of local government finance, 
information technology and corporate reporting. Bradley is a qualified 
Chartered Accountant, holds an MBA and is passionate about ensuring a 
high functioning organisation that delivers quality services to the community.

Andrew Burgess, Acting Director  
Community & Corporate Services

• Candidate Master of Leadership – Deakin University
• Diploma of Frontline Management
•  International Association for public participation Australasia ‘IAP2’ 

Certificate in Engagement

Andrew commenced with Hepburn Shire as Manager Community Partnerships 
and Economic Development in February 2019 having previously held senior 
roles within Federal and State Government. Andrew is passionate about 
building strong communities and understands the importance of building 
relationships with government partners, Council and community to achieve 
long term social, environmental and economic outcomes for individuals, 
families and communities who live, work and visit Hepburn Shire. 

Bruce Lucas, Director Infrastructure  
& Development Services

• Bachelor of Civil Engineering
• Associate Diploma Civil Engineering

Bruce joined Council in February 2012, having previously held the position 
of Manager Infrastructure with the Mount Alexander Shire Council, where 
he worked for 15 years. Bruce has extensive knowledge of local government 
engineering, asset management, emergency management, as well as 
effective management of operational and capital programs. As Director 
of Infrastructure & Development Services, Bruce oversees infrastructure 
maintenance which includes all capital works undertaken in the Shire, and 
our parks and open spaces team. He is also responsible for Council’s assets 
and engineering services, which includes waste management, maintenance 
of Council buildings and assets, special projects, fleet management and 
technical services. In addition, Bruce is responsible for environmental health, 
town planning and building along with the Council’s community safety team, 
which encompasses emergency management responsibilities.
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05. Critical thinking

You will be participating in a deliberative process. Deliberation 
involves both dialogue and debate and requires access to a 
wide array of information as well as an equal share of voices. 
Critical thinking is something we do all the time when making big decision where we have to weigh  
up different options and consider information carefully. An example may be what you wish to do on 
holiday. You will think about a range of options and weigh them up against various criteria including  
cost, weather, activities and other preferences. You may even ask other people what they think before 
making your decision.

The art of critical thinking may help you to think more broadly about the information presented and 
become less entrenched in your personal view.

Key Thinking Skills and Questions: Critical Thinking Overview 

•  Accuracy: A statement can be clear but inaccurate. Check for accuracy: Is that really true? How can 
we verify that? 

•  Clarity: When a statement is vague or fuzzy we can’t tell if it’s accurate or relevant. We should ask for 
clarification: Can you elaborate? Can you give me an example? 

•  Relevance: A statement can be clear, accurate, precise but irrelevant to the issue. Ask: How is that 
related to this issue? 

•  Depth: Statements lack depth when they fail to deal with the complexities of the issue. Ask: Does 
that address the complexity of this issue/ problem? 

•  Breadth: An argument that considers only one viewpoint but ignores other perspectives lacks 
breadth. Ask: What other points of view might we be missing? 

•  Logic: When the combination of thoughts is mutually supporting and makes sense in combination, 
the thinking is logical. Ask: How is it possible to be both X and Y? Isn’t there a contradiction there?

Source: mosaiclab-CriticalThinkingOverview+A4+FINAL+-+With+link+to+Shop.pdf (squarespace.com)

In Australia and around the world, these processes have become recognised for their capacity to deliver 
outcomes that are trusted by the broader community. They work because they can convey to the wider 
community that everyday people like them are being given complete access to information, are studying 
detailed evidence and hearing from subject-matter experts.
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06. Your recommendations

As a group, you are responsible for developing recommendations 
to Council. Your facilitators will help you with this task. 
You will be expected to work collaboratively with the other 
participants within the workshop to ensure desired outcomes  
are achieved. 
During the process, you and the other Panel members will consider the themes and priorities identified 
throughout the workshops and work together to form recommendations to Council. 

Recommendations will be adopted by the Panel where there is over 75 percent agreement of the Panel. 
After recommendations have been agreed upon Projectura will prepare a Deliberative Engagement 
Report that will be drafted for presentation to Councillors. The Deliberative Engagement Report will 
include a de-identified overview of the Panel and its composition, an overview of the activities undertaken 
by the Panel and the findings from each activity, and recommendations that have been adopted by the 
Panel with more than 75 percent agreement from participants. 

Your recommendations will then be published by Council on the Hepburn Together project page on the 
Participate Hepburn community engagement platform. This is reflective of our promise to continue to 
communicate with the community and report back on what we have heard.

Council will consider the recommendations and provide feedback to the Panel about what recommendations 
will be included in its strategic documents, and which ones will not. If the recommendations are not  
adopted, Council will provide feedback on why they have not been adopted and explain the reasons for  
their decisions.



In person session
•  Thursday 15 April,  

10am to 4pm  
Daylesford Town Hall,  
76 Vincent Street, Daylesford. 

Online sessions via Zoom:
•  Monday 19 April, 

5:30pm to 7:30pm

•  Wednesday 21 April,  
5:30pm to 7:30pm 
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07. Session Dates & Times

If you are unfamiliar with Zoom and would like 
some assistance or would like to practice before  
the online sessions please contact: 

Michelle Whyte  
Phone: 0438 184 248  
Email: mwhyte@hepburn.vic.gov.au

08. Housekeeping & practical information

Accessibility
Ramp access to the left-hand side of the Daylesford 
Town Hall, the double burgundy doors will take you 
through to the Main Hall. 

Catering
Tea, coffee, fruit and sandwiches/wraps will be 
provided on the day. Gluten free and vegetarian 
options available. 
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Deliberative engagement session agenda

Time Item Who

9:50am Arrival – Tea, coffee, networking.

10:00am Welcome introductions. 

10:05am Projectura introduction Projectura

10:10am
Introduction and context: Community Vision and 
Council Plan - purpose, scope, and impact

Council

10:25am Your role as a Community Panel Projectura

10:35am Activity 1: Introduction – Getting to know each other. Projectura

10:45am Hepburn Together Engagement Overview Projectura

11:10am Activity 2: Vision Brainstorm Projectura

12:00pm Lunch (45 minutes)

12:45pm Activity 3: Priority Brainstorm 

2:45pm Break (10 minutes)

2:45pm Activity 4: Ranking Projectura

3:25pm Review priority rankings Projectura

3:55pm Next steps Projectura

4pm Close session Council

15 April 2021 
10am-4pm

Daylesford Town Hall,  
76 Vincent Street, 
Daylesford

Online sessions
The online sessions are an opportunity for participants to consider the Vision Statements for each focus 
area was discussed at the deliberative engagement workshop. Participants will also be asked reflect on 
their deliberations ranking of priorities that they have identified. Participants will then be asked to confirm 
by 75% majority of attending participants each priority for recommendation to Council for inclusion in the 
Council Plan. Once Council has had an opportunity to consider the recommendations, feedback will be 
provided as to their inclusion or exclusion in the plan with reason provided. 
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09. Context
Our Community 
Data is sourced from Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016 Census community profiles and Hepburn Know Your Council: Area 
Based Statistics , REMPLAN. Victoria in the Future 2019. 

This data provides an overview of the key statistics for the Hepburn Shire are but does not represent all data or sectors

POPULATION 2018

15,180
PROJECTED POPULATION 2036

17,700
AREA

1,470km2

MALES

48
FEMALES

52
AVERAGE AGE

50
If Hepburn Shire  
consisted of 100  
people there would be:

19: 0 – 19 years  15: 20 –39 years  31: 40 – 59 years  27: 60 – 79 years  8: 85+ years

WHERE WE LIVE

22: Birch Ward

12: Cameron Ward

12: Colibarn Ward

33: Creswick Ward

12: Holcombe Ward

E
M

P
LO

Y
M

E
N

T
D

IV
E

R
S

IT
Y Aboriginal Torres  

Strait Islander

1

Born  
overseas

24

Speak languages other  
than english at home

14

Have  
a disability

6

Work full time

49
Work part time

39
Are unemployed

5
Volunteer

30

Work in health care 
and social assistance

16

Work in accommodation 
and food services

16

Work in 
retail trade

10

Work in agriculture, 
forestry or fishing

10

Work in 
construction

8

2212
12

1233
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E
C

O
N

O
M

Y
H

O
U

S
IN

G
IN

C
O

M
E

E
D

U
C

A
T

IO
N Have a bachelor degree  

or above

20

Have an Advanced  
Diploma or Diploma

10

Have a Certificate  
level qualification

17

Have not completed  
year 12

25

Less than $400 per week

46
Median weekly household income

$996

25%
Unoccupied

75%
Occupied

17%
Rented

44%
Owned 
outright34%

Owned with 
mortgage

DWELLINGS

8,056
*Of the occupied dwellings

BUSINESSES

1,600
JOBS

4,825

Businessed with over  
200 employees

0

Businesses with between  
20 –199 employees

2

Businesses employing  
less than 20 people

35

Non employing 
businesses

64

Construction Agriculture Rental, hiring and  
real estate services

Accommodation and 
food services

Manufacturing

TOP 5 INDUSTRIES

Our Community 
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What does Council do?
Council provides a range of services, projects, and programs within the community; some are required by 
legislation while others are provided to meet the needs and desires of our community. 

Overview of Council Services
Hepburn Shire Council delivers services that focus on the health, economic, social, cultural and 
environmental well-being of our region. Our Shire covers more than 1,473 square kilometres and the 
Traditional Owners are the Jaara People of the Dja Dja Wurrung. Our population is approximately 15,800 
and is projected to reach 17,700 by 2036. We provide facilities and services, enhance public health and 
wellbeing, plan for the future, and help residents, business and community groups to thrive. We want to 
make Hepburn Shire a great place to live, work and visit.

This is just a snapshot of the services that Council provides to the Hepburn Shire community:

Aged care 
services

Council have approximately 300 clients for Community Care under HACCPYP 
program under 65 years old and Commonwealth Home Support Program over 
65’s. Either – Receiving services such as Personal care, Home care, respite and 
social support.

Assets Hubs/Offices — There are 3 Hubs located in Hepburn Shire amongst the 11 
offices of Hepburn Shire Council. The Hubs are located throughout the Shire in 
Clunes, Creswick and Trentham. There are 16 Community Halls and Community 
Centres including Community owned Halls.

 Pools — Clunes, Daylesford and Trentham all have community pools with 
Creswick having a Splash Park and Calembeen Park toddlers pool. Council has 
also commenced the development of an Aquatic Strategy for the Shire and will 
be commencing a communications and consultation plan towards the end of 
April 2021.

 Recreation reserves — Majority of our recreation reserves are a multipurpose 
facility that are home to a wide variety of local teams/sporting clubs and cover 
a wide range of sporting activities: Australian Rules/cricket sports oval, multi-
purpose community pavilion, soccer pitches and or lawn bowls clubrooms/
bowling greens.

• Doug Lindsay Recreation Reserve, Creswick

• Trentham Sportsground Reserve

• Clunes Recreation Reserve (Bull Milgate Recreation Reserve) 

• Glenlyon Recreation Reserve

• Hepburn Recreation Reserve

• Victoria Park, Daylesford

• Newlyn Recreation Reserve

Animal services Animal services focus on responsible pet ownership, so the community and 
natural environment are protected from domestic animals. This is done through 
animal registration, the provision of public spaces where people can exercise 
their dogs and an animal ranger service to pick up wandering animals. 

Biodiversity Protect and enhance the Shire’s biodiversity including increasing community 
awareness and support partnerships.
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Community 
organisation 
support

Council works alongside residents, community groups, organisations and 
government to ensure all people in the community have opportunities to learn, 
make connections to other people and groups, have a say and contribute to their 
community.

Community 
safety

Council partners with local organisations and groups that make it possible for 
people to live free from violence, to deal with emergencies and to cope with the 
impact of climate change. 

Customer service The Shire’s Customer Service Centres provide an important service to its 
residents and visitors as a first point of contact. The Service Centres handles 
more than 53,000 incoming phone call and counter enquiries each year. They 
also provide services such as Council payments, planning document lodgements, 
agency for VicRoads, including VicRoads Learner Permit Testing and venue hire 
bookings.

Economic growth 
and development

Deliver a range of initiatives and support to help businesses start or grow, such as 
webinars, accessing grants, mentoring support and facilitating opportunities to 
expand or work differently (e.g. outdoor dining). 

Environment and 
sustainability

Hepburn Shire Council run a number of programs that are designed to assist 
local sustainability outcomes including helping residents access renewable 
energy such as rooftop solar (Solar Savers and the Hepburn Solar Bulk Buy), and 
energy efficiency upgrades to low-income households (Energy Savvy Upgrades) 
to help cut down energy costs, make homes more comfortable and look after the 
environment.

•  Council currently offers support to community groups via Community 
Grants - Sustainability, Towards Zero, Biodiversity and Landcare Grants. 
With a dedicated Biodiversity, Sustainability and Waster Education Officers 
and Co-ordinator, Council is committed to the long-term environmental 
future of the Shire while doing our part as leaders in the fight against 
climate change.

•  In addition to driving programs to help residents and businesses directly, 
Council is also committed to making systemic changes to benefit the 
environment, community and local economy through its program design 
approach, including implementation of its ‘Hepburn Z-NET’ plan. Hepburn 
Z-NET is a collaborative partnership bringing together community groups, 
organisations, experts and Council to shift the Hepburn Shire to zero-net 
energy by 2025 and zero-net emissions by 2030.

•  Regional collaborations are also a strong focus for Hepburn Shire Council. 
We are part of a collaboration of central and northern Victorian councils to 
bulk procure state-of-the-art energy efficient street lighting as part of the 
Lighting the Regions project, while further partnerships are being explored 
to enable Council operations to be powered by 100% renewable energy.

Health promotion Support the Hepburn Shire community to be more physically active, consume 
healthy food and reduce harmful behaviours.
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Health protection Environmental Health Officers inspect, monitor, educate and regulate a range 
of businesses, manage the disposal of sharps, monitor issues in the surrounding 
environment such as unreasonable noise and odour, and control pest animals 
on Council land. Staff inspect all registered food, accommodation, beauty, hair 
and tattooing businesses to protect the public’s health. They also issue permits 
for septic tank and wastewater systems, monitor lakes for blue-green algae and 
routinely inspect water quality at all public pools.

Heritage 
buildings and 
formal gardens

Maintain, protect and enhance the Shire’s heritage and botanical gardens, 
monuments and many heritage buildings. Council provides a free heritage 
advisory service to assist owners and developers with advice to maintain and care 
for places of heritage importance and significance to the Shire. 

Council’s Heritage Advisor is available to provide advice on proposed 
development in heritage areas. Advice ranges from heritage design and colour 
schemes through to restoration advice and assistance in preparing planning 
permit applications.

Home support 
services

Council provides home support services, which provides short-term support 
to clients so they can regain capacity to look after themselves as much as 
possible. Services include domestic assistance, grocery shopping, personal care, 
respite care, social support, food delivery, and home maintenance and basic 
modifications.

Events Attract, retain and support local and major events in the Shire that deliver social 
and economic benefit. Events include sport, arts and culture, food and wine, 
agriculture, car clubs, music and business events.

Libraries The Shire manages four Libraries throughout our Shire – Clunes, Creswick, 
Daylesford and Trentham. Hepburn Libraries is a member of the shared library 
services provided by Central Highlands Libraries and a Libraries Victoria Card 
Library.

Maternal and 
Child Health 
Service (MCH)

Maternal and Child Health Service cares for families with infants and young 
children, promoting child and family health and wellbeing. Maternal and Child 
Health Centres are co-located within Central Highlands Rural Health Service and 
services are delivered on behalf of the Shire.

Natural and 
mineral springs 
reserves

Maintain the Shire’s natural and mineral springs reserves and protect and 
enhance our natural environment.

Organisation 
support

There is a range of functions internally that support running the organisation, 
including financial services to ensure the Shire is accountable and efficient in 
its use of rates, governance to support good decision making and to ensure 
the organisation and Council comply with legislative requirements, and 
human resources to manage the recruitment of staff and ensure safe, inclusive 
workplaces for all staff and contractors.

Parking Provide a range of parking options to meet the needs of residents, businesses, 
commuters and visitors, including a mix of on-street and off-street parking. 
Timed parking is used throughout the Shire to encourage a turnover of car parks 
so there is more opportunity for people to access a park.
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Passive reserves 
and play spaces

Design, deliver and maintain 23 play spaces, including skate, scoot, BMX, 
outdoor activity (fitness) equipment and a dog park.

Permit advice Council provides information and advice on obtaining a range of permits, 
including planning permits, building permits, copies of plans and siting consent. 
Staff also provide advice on pool fencing, termites, heritage restoration and 
protection, and building in bushfire prone areas. Planning and delivery of 
renewing, upgrading and building new projects. Deliver and maintain high 
quality buildings for the community to use.

Property 
management and 
maintenance:

Council maintains community buildings through regular reporting and 
maintenance, which ensures buildings are safe and comply with all relevant 
building standards.

Rates service Manage the timely collection of rates, charges and Fire Services Levy. Update 
and maintain the property database with accurate information to support 
collecting rates from residential, commercial and industrial properties.

Reconciliation Hepburn Shire Council adopted its Reflect Reconciliation Action Plan in 
July 2018. Our Reconciliation Action Plan Advisory Committee continues to 
implement the actions within the Plan.

Roads, footpaths 
and bridges

Council is responsible for the construction and maintenance of all local roads, 
footpaths and bridges in Hepburn. The Shire has more than 250 bridges, 93km 
of kerb and channel, 612 km of sealed road, 844km of unsealed roads and 49km 
of footpaths. Council is not responsible for VicRoads’ main arterial roads or 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning and Parks Victoria tracks.

School crossing 
supervision

The service aims to provide a safe environment for school students to travel 
safely to and from school. Council provides supervision at five school crossings 
across the Shire.

Sports club 
development

Build the capability of sports clubs to provide services to local residents by 
supporting them to be accessible, offer a broad range of options and deliver 
quality services.

Stormwater 
drainage

Reduce the risk of flooding and infrastructure damage by ensuring the Shire’s 
waterways are clean and the drainage system is maintained.

Strategic 
planning

Plan and rollout a range of strategies that ensure Hepburn Shire is a sustainable 
and liveable community that can accommodate future population growth.

Street cleaning Ensure the townships are well presented, including regular cleaning of roads, 
footpaths and facilities like public toilets.

Tourism Actively promote Hepburn Shire as an attractive destination to domestic 
and international visitors for business and leisure. Ensure Hepburn Shire is a 
welcoming region, where visitors are supported to explore the region through 
the four Visitor Information Centres.
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Vegetation 
management

Council utilises funding from the State Government through the Roadside Weed 
and Pest Plan to control weeds throughout Hepburn Shire. Priorities for funding 
are based on fire risk and biodiversity values. Another factor in determining the 
location of roadside vegetation works is consolidation with works being done by 
adjoining landholders, neighbouring shires and agencies.

•  Daylesford Lake fuel reduction project is still to be finalised but should 
include removing the woody weeds (gorse, broom and pine wildings) that 
contribute to fuel loads close to houses in this reserve. 

•  Wheatsheaf ‘Safer Together’ grant is for council to conduct roadside 
vegetation management. A major part of this will be to treat woody 
weeds on the roadsides, both existing hazardous loads but also pro-active 
treatment of smaller infestations. 

•  Approximately $100,000 worth of vegetation management occurs annually 
on roadsides which are Shire responsibility.

•  Council is funding development of five-year vegetation management plans 
for our 4 highest profile reserves – Hepburn Springs, Lake Daylesford, Lake 
Jubilee and Calembeen Lake (Creswick). Some funding for vegetation 
works in Hepburn Springs and Daylesford Lake is obtained through 
applications to the Victorian Mineral Water Committee.

Volunteers Council operates two volunteer programs – Activity Group Volunteers and Visitor 
Information Centre Volunteers.

Waste education Educate the community about resource recovery and recycling to minimise the 
amount of waste going to landfill.

Waste 
management

Provide waste, recycling and organics collection services to more than 7,610 
residential properties and 173 commercial properties. Manage and maintain 
three transfer stations.

Youth services Council offers a range of projects to support the community and the 
development of people aged 12-24 years.
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Overview of Council Finances 
Key Points:

•  Hepburn Shire is in a financially sustainable position, however a number of challenges exist and 
changes will be required to remain so.

•  The financial sustainability of small rural councils continues to be difficult to manage.

•  Whilst savings are continuously looked for across all services, expenditure is a significant challenge 
for the Shire that limits our ability to fund all existing services and new initiatives we would like  
to deliver.

•  Maintaining our current assets will require a significant continued investment, or rationalisation  
of infrastructure we maintain.

• The Shire’s population is expected to continue to grow.

•  How do we ensure that services are delivered in line with the needs and desires of our growing and 
changing community?

•  With increasing costs, we need to have a conversation with the community focused on:

 · Considering the number of services, the Shire delivers

 · Reducing the number of facilities, the Shire maintains

 · How does the Shire meet the communities increasing expectations of service

 · Whether a small increase in rates may be necessary to maintain all current services.

Introduction

The Shire currently provides over 100 different services to the local community and 
maintains over $320M worth of community assets to support both residents and visitors 
to the region.

This summary shares some of the financial challenges faced by Council and is intended to support 
consultation for the development of a Community Vision, Council Plan, Financial Plan Asset Plan and 
annual Budgets. By sharing these challenges with the community, we hope to inform and engage residents 
to assist in providing input into our long-term planning.

In 2020 the Victorian State Government passed a new Local Government Act. It is a principles-based act 
highlighting that Council’s role is to make decisions that will achieve the best outcomes for the municipal 
community, including future generations, informed by comprehensive community consultation and that are 
financially sustainable. In delivering our services we need to consider the following principles:

•  Services should be provided in a fair manner and be responsive to the diverse needs of the municipal 
community.

•  Services should be accessible to the members of the community for whom the services are intended.

•  Quality and cost standards for services set by the Council should provide good value to the community.

•  A Council should seek to continuously improve service delivery to the community in response to 
performance monitoring.

•  Service delivery must include a fair and effective process for considering and responding to 
complaints about service provision.
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Background
Income

In 2020/2021 the income received by the Shire 
was budgeted to be $37.08M. As outlined in 
the chart, the main source of this income comes 
from rates and charges, representing 60 per 
cent. The Shire also receives grants from State 
and Federal governments that fully or partially 
fund a range of services and programs.

Council is low rating, meaning we don’t charge 
(on average) the same level of rates as other 
similar councils. For the 2019/20 financial year 
the average rates per property was $1,566.03 
($4.30 per day), this compares to $1,680 
for similar sized councils and an average 
of $1,774 across all Victorian councils. 

Some of our services are provided at full cost 
recovery, e.g. childcare, whilst some charges 
are made for services that are set by the State 
government, e.g. planning permit applications 
and fire services levy. Some of these fees are 
passed back to the State Government.

From time to time Council will also take out a loan 
to fund significant infrastructure projects. These 
funds are then paid back over subsequent years.

In 2016 the Victorian Government introduced rate-
capping and since then rate revenue increases have 
been capped to State Government inflation forecasts.

The figure below is a snapshot of the 
changing nature of Council’s rates income, 
and the moving average. The difference 
between a 1.5% and 2.0% rate rise for 
Council amounts to $4.51M over 10 years. 

Whilst acknowledging that household 
affordability is important, the introduction 
of rate capping has significantly constrained 
income for Local Government. Council must 
carefully consider the allocation of its financial 
resources and continue to find savings.

Since the COVID-19 pandemic, Council has been 
focused on identifying a range of initiatives to 
support our community and businesses that were 
impacted by COVID-19, including easing the 
financial strain by enabling deferral of a range of 
payments and charges. This has decreased some 
revenue streams. Council introduced specific 
hardship measures to support community members, 
including the ability for those experiencing 
financial hardship to defer payments.

Income sources
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Expenses

The chart below provides information on our current service expenditure for every $100 spent.

It’s important to note that the above relates to the amount spent by Council, not the net cost after 
government grants. 

Expenditure categories across all services can also be summarised as contract payments, materials and 
services, employee costs and other expenses. The balance between these categories often depends on 
the most efficient approach to service delivery. For some services we employ staff directly whilst for others 
we contract with an external skilled provider.

As can be seen in the chart, Council spends a significant amount on waste, recycling and environment. 
Much of this cost is covered by the waste charges that are charged separately on your rates notice. 

More detail can be found in previous budget documents and annual reports on the Council website.
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Capital works expenditure

Capital works expenditure is divided into funds to maintain and renew our assets along with new capital 
projects. As with our own homes, it is important to maintain and repair current assets to ensure they 
remain safe and fit for purpose before investing in new ones, and Council prioritises this. 

The most significant areas of capital investment are on buildings and roads. Assets include, but are not 
limited to: roads, bridges, footpaths, drains, libraries, town halls, parks, play spaces, recreational centers 
and other community facilities. 

The below graph demonstrates the spilt of expenditure for the 2019/20 financial year.
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